When the code of a software concern is entangled with the code of other concerns, the implementation and maintenance of the concerns becomes exceedingly difficult. We show that if the concerns interact, are executed by the same process, and are implemented by a programming language that requires the programmer to specify execution flow, then it will inevitably lead to entangled code. The first two conditions are dictated by the application. Therefore, we propose the use of nonprocedural programming for the separation of interacting concerns. We describe a set of language extensions that allows the programmer to specify concerns separately even if they interact with each other. The language extensions enable an automatic procedure to detect interaction condition among concerns and the programmer is able to put together concerns without changing their code.
INTRODUCTION
A complex software application typically has many concerns. The programmer decides what a concern is. It may be about a user observable functionality, such as in a telephony application, the plain old telephone service (POTS) and the call forwarding service are two different concerns. Or, it may relate to the way that the programmer wants to organize the software. For instance, the programmer may distinguish the handling of exceptions [5] as a different concern from normal processing. A concern is implemented by concern specific programs and platform programs. In this paper, we are interested in the design of concern specific programs.
In practice, the programs of different concerns are often entangled. Their code intertwines in the same reusable program (usually a method, a procedure or a function) of the programming language. Very often, the programs of a concern are also scattered. Their code appears in many programs along with the code of other concerns. When the programs of a concern are entangled and scattered, researchers of Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) [6] call it a cross cutting concern.
Given existing general purpose programming languages, a cross cutting concern is implemented by modifying the code of other concerns. The programs of the cross cutting concern are not reusable. Since code is changed, regression test is necessary to revalidate the other concerns except for the most trivial cases.
The method of AspectJ [10] allows the programmer to put the programs of a cross cutting concern into a program module called an aspect. The code in the aspect is inserted into the code of other concerns through a process called weaving that is transparent to the programmer. But the entanglement is still there. In general, when an aspect is added, regression test is necessary. An aspect is not reusable. It is often fragile and has to be changed when the underlying concerns change or when a new aspect is added. Some argue that the transparent modification of other programs is actually detrimental [1] .
The entanglement of code cannot be avoided if the following conditions are true:
(C1) The cross cutting concern interacts with the concerns that it cross cuts.
(C2) All the concerns are executed by the same sequential process.
(C3) The concerns are implemented by a programming language that requires the programmer to specify sequential execution flows.
We will show the above assertion in Section 2.
In C1, we use the same definition for the term "interact" as researchers who work on the problem of feature interaction [8] . Thus, two concerns interact if when they are integrated together they change the behavior of one another. Today's general purpose programming languages, like C++ [13] and Java [2] require C3.
A large class of applications requires C1 and C2. For example, the congestion control and reliable data transport concerns of the Internet Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [12] interact and they are executed by the same process. If reliable data transport is Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. not integrated with congestion control, a duplicated acknowledgement will prompt the sender to retransmit. But when congestion control is added, the same message may cause the sender to retreat to slow start.
If C1 and C2 are dictated by the application, the only condition that we may change is C3. That is, to enable nonprocedural programming. We describe the essential constructs of a set of programming language extensions, called the Feature Language Extensions (FLE), that support nonprocedural programming in Section 3.
In FLE, the basic program unit consists of a condition part and a program body. The program body gets executed when its corresponding condition becomes true. The programmer does not specify the execution flow of the program units. We have implemented the FLE described here on Java and used them to develop a telephony application prototype. Telephony system is among the most difficult software to develop [4] .
We conclude the paper in Section 4.
ENTANGLEMENT CONDITIONS
Given C1, two interacting concerns change the behavior of one another when they are integrated together. A concern is implemented by a set of computer programs. The program of a concern includes the program statements that invoke the concern and those that terminate the concern. Suppose that we can write the programs of two interacting concerns separately. The behavior of a computer program is manifested in its output value and execution flow, referring to as the sequence of statements that gets executed, for a given input. We do not consider two concerns to be interacting if their programs merely change the input to the other but not its behavior.
When the programs of two concerns are integrated together, if the programs share variables, there will be only one instance of the shared variables. As an example, when a duplicated acknowledgement is received, the receiving program will write the content of the message into some variables and there is only one instance of the variables to both the reliable data transport and congestion control concerns of TCP. The behavior of a program is determined by the values of its variables at any point in time after the program is invoked and before it terminates. A necessary condition for two programs to interact is that these two programs share common variables. In fact, at least one of them must update some common variables used by the other while the other program is still being executed. It follows that the two programs are executed concurrently.
When two programs are executed concurrently by a sequential process as required by C2, it implies that one of the programs gets invoked first, but before its execution is completed, the other program will get invoked. If C3 is true, the only way the programmer can meet this requirement is to change the code of one of the program to insert the code of the other program, leading to entanglement.
We illustrate the above conclusion with an example. Figure 1 gives a portion of the finite state machine that controls POTS in the telephony prototype developed using FLE. The machine shown controls the origination and termination of calls to a phone.
There are different ways to implement the finite state machine. We choose the well researched State design pattern from the seminal book on the topic [7] . The design for the finite state machine of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2 . The Context class represents a single interface to the outside world. It offers a method for each event in the finite state machine. Each state in the finite state machine is represented by a class derived from the State abstract class.
The Context has a reference to the current state of the finite state machine which is initially Idle. When Context receives the TerminationRequest (shorten as TermReq in Figure 2 ) event, it calls the corresponding method in IdleState which will then ring the phone. The State design pattern does not specify where the state change may take place. It can be done either in Context or in IdleState. But the choice is immaterial for this paper. The situation will get exceedingly worse when more and more concerns that interact with POTS and each other need to be added.
C1, C2 and C3 are sufficient conditions leading to entanglement. Are they also necessary?
If we relax C1, two concerns do not interact. If we believe in the principle of the separation of concern, there is no reason for the code of the two concerns to entangle. But today's programming languages cannot prevent the programmer from entangling the code. In other words, entangled code does not imply interaction.
If we relax C2, the two interacting concerns will be executed by two different processes. On the surface, their code will not entangle. However, the two concerns affect the behavior of one another because they exchange information either via a protocol or other means of inter-process communication. In practice, they typically lead to code changes in both concerns. But the topic is outside of the scope of this paper.
The next section address the question of what do we do if C3 is relaxed. We give an example programming language design to enable nonprocedural programming.
The careful readers may have noticed that concerns like POTS and CFBC are called features by researchers who work on the problem of feature interaction. From now on, we equate the notion of concern to the notion of feature.
FEATURE LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS 3.1 Foundation Concepts and Extensions
We take the following position: the software of complex computer applications should be organized into components and FLE are designed for the programmer to develop components with interacting features, called feature packages. A feature package contains and resolves the interaction of a number of features and feature packages. Features and feature packages are reusable. The programmer may put together different combinations of them according to varying customer needs or marketing strategies.
In the telephony system developed by FLE, each phone object is associated with two feature packages: one for digit analysis (allowing for features like speed calling and others), and the other for call processing (allowing for features like call forwarding and others). Phones can therefore have different sets of features. Other objects (e.g. GUI of the phone) of the prototype are more conventionally coded.
A feature contains a set of program units and the programmer specifies a feature following a model. The model is composed of a domain statement and a special kind of feature called an anchor feature that implements the basic functionalities of a component. Other features of the component can therefore be thought of as enhancements or extensions of the anchor feature.
The domain statement contains the definition of the condition variables, called domain variables, and events used in the condition part of a program unit. The domain statement for the call processing features in our prototype is given in Figure 3 . It contains a domain variable state that can have a range of values and is initialized to IDLE. state is declared to be of type DTenum. DTenum is a domain data type and is implemented with a simple extension to the class enum recently defined in Java 1.5 [11] . The extension is needed for a more efficient way to determine the satisfiability of predicate formulas and is outside of the scope of this paper. Additionally, a domain data type must contain public boolean variables or predicates (methods that return boolean).
The anchor feature POTS is given in Figure 4 showing only two of its program units: one (MakeCall) applies dial tone when the user picks up the phone and the other (ReceiveCall) responds to a TerminationRequest event by ringing the phone and letting the calling party know it is doing so. Figure 7 The Selective Forwarding Feature Package
The condition part of a program unit is composed of a condition statement and an event statement. The condition statement is a Boolean formula of domain variables and their predicate methods. We do not support the existential and universal quantifiers explicitly. When the programmer has the need to say something like "there exists some elements", we ask him to write a predicate method non-empty () instead. In other words, the condition statement is in general a predicate formula. The event statement specifies a list of events, each of which may be attached with a qualification. The qualification is a Boolean formula on data, of some domain data type, carried in the event.
We show two features, DoNotDisturb and CallForwarding (showing only one program unit) in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. DoNotDisturb sends back a Busy message to the caller whenever the phone is called. CallForwarding forwards the termination request to another phone. Both features are quite straight forward to write using FLE. In one software development project that the author participated, they were quite difficult to implement as the programmer had to trace existing code to find all the places where the message TerminationRequest may happen. Using tools like "grep" [12] or "Cscope" [3] was not always helpful because in many situations, the message was not processed in existing code and hence the symbol did not appear. Figure 6 A Portion of the Call Forwarding Feature
Interaction Resolution
Features are integrated in a feature package. An executable feature package is instantiated similar to a class and is executed by a Given these two properties, it can be shown that if the conjunction of the condition parts of two program units is satisfiable, the two program units interact. When that is the case, we say that the two program units interact and the satisfiable condition is their interaction condition. When the interaction condition becomes true, either program units may get executed. The programmer is required to remove, or resolve, the ambiguity for the run time system of FLE. As a result, when a feature is compiled, interaction among its program units will have been resolved.
Two features interact if they are executed by the same sequential process and one contains a program unit that interacts with some program units in the other. Of course, we need to resolve the interaction among two features only if they are integrated together. We integrate features and resolve their interaction conditions in a feature package. Figure 7 shows the feature package SelectiveForwarding, integrating DoNotDisturb, and CallForwarding onto POTS.
DoNotDisturb interacts with POTS whenever the phone is called (and the TerminationRequest message is received).
CallForwarding interacts with both of them when the phone is called while idle.
The interaction is resolved in the feature package with a PriorityPrecedence list and the program unit SelectToForward. The PriorityPrecedence list resolves interaction this way: if the condition parts of some program units among the features in the list have become true, the program unit belonging to the feature with the highest priority will get executed. Other types of precedence lists are possible.
If we use only the PriorityPrecedence list, the feature package will return busy message to the caller unless the phone is idle. In that case, the call will be forwarded. The SelectToForward program unit changes that, forwarding the call only if the caller appears in a phoneIDlist. The SelectiveForwarding feature package itself is reusable and may be included in another feature package.
In the example, the program unit SelectToForward does not explicitly call the program units, ForwardCall of CallForwarding and SayBusy of DoNotDisturb. Instead, it refers to the features. The FLE compiler can generate code to invoke the correct program units. Alternatively, the programmer can call the program units directly using the notation CallForwarding.ForwardCall and DoNotDisturb.SayBusy. The compiler then checks whether the program units are called "within context".
CONCLUSIONS
We give three conditions which will lead to entanglement of code: if the concerns (features) interact, if they are executed in the same process and if their implementation language requires the programmer to specify execution flow.
We believe that if the concerns (features) do not interact, we do not need new programming language constructs to separate them. We may need, however, tools to prevent the entanglement from happening.
Interaction, therefore, is at the heart of both the AOP and feature interaction problems. The researchers in both communities should work together.
The key to separate interacting concerns (features) is to enable nonprocedural programming. We give FLE as an example. In FLE, a feature (concerns) is designed according to a model, including the anchor feature, instead of its interacting features.
A FLE feature is very similar to a class: one supports nonprocedurally invoked program units while the other supports directly called methods. We have defined the inheritance and exception handling methods for FLE but their implementation is not yet completed.
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